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TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM
1:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Eaton in the County of Carroll in
said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Evans Memorial Building (Town
Hall) in the Town of Eaton, County of Carroll on Tuesday the tenth of
March, 1987 at one o'clock in the afternoon to act upon the following sub-
jects herein after set forth. The polls shall open for balloting at 1:00 P.M.,
or as soon thereafter as the Moderator calls the meeting to order and
declares a quorum present. Voting on Article 1 and Article 2 (proposed
amendments to the Town of Eaton Zoning Ordinance) shall be by official
ballot. The remaining articles of the Warrant shall be acted upon at 8
o'clock in the evening.
(
ARTICLE # 1.
To choose all necessary Town officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE #2.
To see if the Town is in favor of adopting five amendments to the Town
of Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973 dealing with: erection of buildings
on streets, a new definition of "Wetlands," minimum floor area, a new
definition of "Home Occupation," and, a revised system of minimum lot
sizes based on soils and slopes.
ARTICLE # 3.
To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same; in-
cluding town officers salaries, town officers expenses, election and
registration expenses, expenses of the Town Hall and other buildings.
Social Security and Withholding Taxes, fire department, insurance, civil
defense, health department, vital statistics, town dump, town road main-
tainance (summer and winter, highway grant and general expenses),
street lighting, town poor and old age assistance, recreation, cemeteries,
and interest, planning and zoning, legal expenses, capital reserve, and
unemployment compensation.
ARTICLE # 4.
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in
anticipation of taxes, if necessary.
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ARTICLE # 5.
To see if the Town wiE authorize the Selectmen to administer or dispose
of any real estate acquired by the Town through Tax Collector Deeds,
reference RSA 80:42.
ARTICLE # 6.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize for, accept, and expend such
Federal, State, or other governmental unit or private source of funding
which become available during the year, in accordance with RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE # 7.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Eaton Conservation Com-
mission to make application for a grant or grants from appropriate trust
funds to enhance the public usefulness of Town lands.
ARTICLE # 8.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Eaton Conservation Com-
mission to retain the unexpended portion of its 1987 receipts, said funds
to be placed in a special conservation fund, in accordance with RSA 36,
A-5.
ARTICLE # 9.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
for the purchase of a new highway truck, to be deposited into the Capital
Reserve Fund created for this purpose.
ARTICLE # 10.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $388.00
for maintaining membership in the North Country Council for one year
in order to obtain assistance for the Town Selectmen, Planning and Zon-
ing Boards, and other committees requiring the services of the Council.
ARTICLE #11.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $1,709.22 for
reconstruction or replacement of Town bridges, and authorize the Select-
men to withdraw the above amount, plus interest, from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund.
ARTICLE #12.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,100.00
for costs of perambulation of the Freedom and Madison Town Lines.
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ARTICLE #13.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250.00
for the support of the summer water safety program.
ARTICLE # 14.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,080.00
to assist the Conway Village Recreation Commission in providing recrea-
tion programs for residents of the Town of Eaton.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Judith M. Goss and others.
ARTICLE #15.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $502.00
for the Visiting Nurse Services of Northern Carroll County, Inc., said sum
being equal to $1.80 per person in the Town of Eaton.
Agreeable to a petition signed by JoAnn Kelly and others.
ARTICLE #16.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300.00
to assist the Carroll County Mental Health Service.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Elizabeth C. Bungeroth and others.
ARTICLE #17.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $600.00
for the capital budget of The Memorial Hospital, North Conway, New
Hampshire.
Agreeable to a petition signed by John W. Cass and others.
ARTICLE # 18.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $400.00
for support of the Gibson Center for Senior Services and the Gibson
Center Meals Program.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Allan C. Robotham and others.
ARTICLE # 19.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $400.00
for the support of the Children and Youth Project of Mount Washington
Valley.
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ARTICLE # 20.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $350.00
to assist the Carroll County Family Health Centre (Family Planning,
Prenatal and Primary Care Program).
Agreeable to a petition signed by Elizabeth C. Bungeroth and others.
ARTICLE #21.
To see if the Town will vote the Trustees of the Trust Funds to be
Cemetery Trustees, each individual trustee's term to expire simultaneously
with his/her term as a Trustee of the Trust Funds. The Cemetery Trustees
shall be responsible for determing the prices of cemetery lots and of
perpetual care, and for preparing an annual cemetery budget.
ARTICLE #22.
To see if the Town will vote to create a general fund trust for the pur-
pose of cemetery maintainance, the fund to be named the "Town of Eaton
General Cemetery Maintainance Fund", and further to authorize financ-
ing of this fund through the sale of cemetery lots and perpetual care
assessments.
ARTICLE #23.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,100.00
for the survey and placement of measurement markers in the newer sec-
tion of Snowville Cemetery, as recommended by the Trustees of the Trust
Funds.
ARTICLE #24.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00
for the purposes of cutting trees, pulling stumps and seeding new grass
in the newer section of Snowville Cemetery.
ARTICLE #25.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100.00
for support of the Tri-County Community Action Outreach Program.
ARTICLE # 26.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $153.45
for support of Children Unlimited, Inc.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Linda A. Jenkins and others.
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ARTICLE #27.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 for inclusion in the already established Capital Reserve Fund
for constructing and reconstruction of bridges and major culverts on Town
roads, and to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw money from the fund
for the above purposes, under provisions of RSA 35.
ARTICLE # 28.
To see if the Town will vote to create a general fund trust for the pur-
pose of periodic asphalting of Town roads, to be named the "Town of
Eaton Asphalting Fund" under provision of RSA 31:19-a.
ARTICLE # 29.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00
for inclusion in the Town of Eaton Asphalting Fund.
ARTICLE # 30.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,350.00
for the purpose of purchasing a 250 gallon/minute firefighting pump, 300
feet of one-and-a-half inch forestry hose, and a portable radio to be used
by Town Forest Fire Wardens in communication with Carroll County and
Conway dispatchers (with the understanding that only half the money
might be spent if State matching funds can be obtained).
ARTICLE #31.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $550.00
for the purchase of a Dictaphone recording and transcribing device for
use of Town Officers in preparing transcripts or minutes of public hear-
ings or meetings.
ARTICLE #32.
To see if the Town will vote to ratify the acceptance by the Selectmen
for the Town of the Tricentennial Trust Fund for educational scholarship
grants to be made from annual interest beginning in 2077, as recommend-
ed by the Trustees of the Trust Funds, and to create a general fund trust
to be known as the "Tricentennial Trust Fund" to be funded by the money
already in the Tricentennial Trust Fund.
ARTICLE #33.
To act on any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
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Given under our hands and seal, this 17th day of February, in the year











We hereby certifv ^ t we gave notice to the inhabitants within nam-
ed, to meet at riiiie . ;Ji place for the purpose within mentioned, by
posting an attested copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting
within named, and a like attested copy at the Eaton Village Store, being
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Net Valuation on Which the Tax Rate is Computed 17,300,150.00
N.H. Electric Cooperative, Inc.




Number of Individuals Applying for an
Elderly Exemption 1986
Number of Individuals Granted an
Elderly Exemption 1986
CURRENT USE REPORT
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS




Town Officers' Salaries - Article 21
Town Officers' Expenses
Election and Registration Expenses





















HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance - Article 10, 11





Health Department - Articles 14, 15, 19, 20












General Assistance - Article 17, 18, 26 2,080
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library
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DEBT SERVICE
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 3,500.00
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds - Articles 8, 29, 30 16,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS









Interest and Penalties on Taxes 800.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-STATE
Shared Revenue-Block Grant 3,315.00
Highway Block Grant 17,846.00
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 18,000.00
Dog Licenses 300.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 600.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income From Departments 2,250.00
Rent of Town Property 250,00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interests on Deposits 4,000.00
Sale of Town Property 2,000.00
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OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Revenue Sharing Fund 6,062.00
Fund Balance 14,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 78,423.00
TAX COMMITMENT ANALYSIS
Property Taxes to be Raised 333,547.00
Less War Service Credits 1,400.00
Total Tax Commitment 332,147.00
TAX RATES Prior year tax rate (85) Approved tax rate (86)
Town 4.98 5.37
County .98 .84
School Dist. 12.12 13.07
Municipal Tax Rate 18.08 19.28
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EATON'S TOWN MEETING
1986
The annual Town Meeting of the Town of Eaton, N.H. was called to
order on March 11, 1986 at 8:00 PM by Moderator Ellsworth T. Russell
Mr. Russel read the "Call to Meeting" and the articles of the Warrant.
The Moderator then asked for a n\oment of silent prayer in memory
of Samuel B. Head, who passed away on July 19, 1985. Mr. Head had
served the Town in many official positions, among them twenty years
as a Selectman.
Article 1 - To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensu-
ing. This had been done by ballot earlier in the day and the following
officers had been elected.
Selectman for three years Richard H. Young
Supervisor of Checklist for 6 Years Doris K. Underwood
Auditor for 1 Year Douglas K. Blue
Highway Commissioner for 1 Year Elwyn R. Thurston
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 Years Eugene G. Kleinmeier
Also by ballot earlier in the day, two amendments to the 'Town of Eaton
Zoning Ordinance of 1973" had been voted on and passed:
Amendment 1 - "Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment
to the "Town of Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973" as proposed by the
Planning Board of the Town of Eaton to add under Article IV, Section
B, Paragraph 12 to read as follows: Each dwelling, structure, or accessory
building shall be set back at least one hundred twenty-five (125) feet from
the shore as determined by projecting a line perpendicular to the average
high water level of water bodies five acres or more including, but not
restricted to: Conway Lake, Crystal Lake, Hatch Pond, Long Pond, Puri-
ty Lake, Roberts Pond, Thurston Pond. This amendment was approved
by the Planning Board and submitted by the Selectmen." This amend-
ment was passed by a vote of 70-11.
Amendment 2 - "Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment
of the "Town of Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973" as proposed by the
Planning Board of the Town of Eaton, Article VIII Board of Adjutment,
the last sentence to read '...by the Board of Adjustment may be subject...',
the underlined portion to be added for clarification. Article VIII - A. Crea-
tion: The Board of Adjustment created by Article VI of the Land Use Or-
dinance of the Town of Eaton, adopted March 10, 1970, shall be a conti-
nuing body and become the Board of Adjustment of this ordinance. It
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shall have the composition, terms, duties and authority set forth in New
Hampshire Revised Statutes annotated. Chapters 673, 674, 676, 677
(formerly Chapter 31). The Board shall hold public hearings on all cases
properly before it and shall give reasonable public notice by mail to all
owners of property within 200 feet of the exterior boundaries or proper-
ty involved. The Board may, before acting on a matter, refer it to the Plan-
ning Board for review and recommendation. The granting of permits by
the Board of Adjustment may be subject to appropriate conditions and
safeguards. This amendment was approved by the Planning Board and
submitted by the Selectmen." This amendment was passed by a vote of
74-6.
The Moderator also announced that the following School Officers had
been elected: Jonathan Goodwin for School Board for Three Years; Alex-
ander McKenzie for Moderator; Jane Gray for Auditor; Patricia Coogan
for Treasurer; and Elizabeth Bungeroth for Clerk.
Article 2 - Alexander McKenzie moved, Charles Hurll seconded, that
the Budget of the Town of Eaton be approved as printed in the Town
Report, on page 12, in the amount of $117,100.00. Passed 45-0.
Article 3 - Charles Hurll moved, Paul Hennigan seconded to see if the
Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes, if necessary. Passed 47-0.
Article 4 - Charles Hurll moved, John Gospodarek seconded, to see if
the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer or dispose of any
real estate acquired by the Town through Tax Collector Deeds, reference
RSA 80:42. Passed 46-0.
Article 5 - Alexander McKenzie moved, John Gospodarek seconded, to
see if the Town wiU vote to authorize for, accept, and expend such Federal,
State, or other governmental unit or private source of funding which
becomes available during the year in accordance with RSA 31:95b. Pass-
ed 49-0.
Article 6 - Alexander McKenzie moved, Mary Gospodarek seconded,
to see if the Town will vote to authorize the Eaton Conservation Com-
mission to make application for a grant or grants from appropriate trust
funds to enhance the public usefulness of the Town lands. Passed 47-0.
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Article 7 - Barbara McKenzie moved, Philip Kelly seconded, to see
if the Town will vote to authorize the Eaton Conservation Commission
to retain the unexpended portion of its 1986 receipts, said funds to be
placed in a special conservation fund in accordance with RSA 36, A:5.
Approved 47-0.
Article 8 - Charles Hurll moved, John Gospodarek seconded, to see
if the Town wUl vote to appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 for the purchase
of new highway truck, to be deposited into the Capital Reserve Fund
created for this purpose. Approved 50-0.
Article 9 - Charles Hurll moved, Robert Donahue seconded, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $388.00 for main-
taining membership in the North Country Council for one year in order
to obtain assistance for the Town Selectmen, Planning and Zoning Com-
mittees and other committees requiring the services of the Council. Passed
46-0.
Article 10 - Alexander McKenzie moved, Barbara McKenzie second-
ed, to see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $6,062.00 for
repair or replacement of Town bridges, and authorize the Selectmen to
withdraw the above amount from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Passed 47-1.
Article 11 - Alexander McKenzie moved, John Gospodarek second-
ed, to see if the Town will appropriate the sum of $17,845.94 which is
a State Highway Aid, designated as the "Highway Block Grant Aid", for
the purpose of construction, reconstruction and maintenance of Town
roads. Approved 44-1.
Article 1 2 - Suzanne Russell moved, Elizabeth Bungeroth seconded,
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250.00
for the support of the summer water safety program. Passed 47-0.
Article 1 3 - Philip Kelly moved, Mark Provost seconded, to see if the
Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to assist the Conway
Village Recreation Commission in providing recreation programs for
residents of the Town of Eaton. Agreeable to a petition signed by Judith
M. Goss and others. Approved 46-0.
Article 14 - Alice Linscott moved, seconded by John Gospodarek, to
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $516.60 for
the Visiting Nurse Services of Northern Carroll County, Inc., said sum
being equal to $1.80 per person in the Town of Eaton. Agreeable to a peti-
tion signed by Jaqueline Sparks and others. Approved 48-0.
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Article 1 5 - Suzanne Russell moved, Elizabeth Bungeroth seconded,
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $288.00
to assist the Carroll County Mental Health Service. Agreeable to a peti-
tion signed by JoAnn Kelly and others. Passed 47-1.
Article 1 6 - Alexander McKenzie moved, Grace Fowler seconded, to
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $600.00 for
the Capital Budget of the Memorial Hospital, North Conway, NH.
Agreeable to a petition signed by John W. Cass and others. Approved
46-0.
Article 1 7 - Alice Linscott moved, John Gospodarek seconded, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100.00 for the
support of the Gibson Senior Center Meals Program. Agreeable to a peti-
tion signed by Henry N. Fowler and others. Approved 47-0.
Article 1 8 - Donald McBrien moved, Paul Hennigan seconded, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $380.00 for ad-
ministrative expenses of the Gibson Center for Senior Services, Inc.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Henry M. Fowler and others. Passed
49-0.
Article 19 - Elizabeth Bungeroth moved, seconded by Alexander
McKenzie, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $300.00 for the support of the Children and Youth Project of Mount
Washington Valley. Agreeable to a petition signed by Elizabeth C.
Bungeroth and others. Passed 45-0.
Article 20 - John Gospodarek moved, Philip KeUy seconded, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250.00 to assist
the Carroll County Family Plarming and Prenatal Program (Family Health
Center). Agreeable to a petition signed by JoAnn Kelly and others. Pass-
ed 44-3.
Article 2 1 - Alice Linscott moved, Alexander McKenzie seconded, to
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate salaries for the follow-
ing positions in the amounts designated: Auditor, $100.00; Selectmen (3),
$2,100.00; Town Clerk, $600.00; Treasurer, $500.00; Trustees of Trust
Funds (3), $75.00. Agreeable to a petition signed by Alexander A. McKen-
zie and others. Passed 46-0.
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Article 22 - Alexander McKenzie moved, Charles Hurll seconded, to
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,100.00
for the survey of and placement of measuring markers in the newer sec-
tion of the Snowville Cemetery as recommended by the Trustees of Trust
Funds. Approved 44-1.
Article 23 - Henry Fowler moved, Glenn Williams seconded, to see
if the Town will accept as a gift from Keith Henney a 100 plus or minus
acre parcel of land located on the Westerly side of Stuart and Foss Moun-
tain roads to become a portion of Town Forest to be administered by the
Eaton Conservation Commission. This acreage being found on tax map
R-9 as lot 25, and lot 26 with an approximately 300 plus or minus feet
wide corridor on lot 24 adjoining said pieces with town-owned Brooks
Pasture and Foss Mountain. Agreeable to a petition signed by Philip C.
Kelly and others. PhUip Kelly read a letter from Mr. Henney as follows:
"There are two reasons why I think the Town should own this land. The
part on Stuart Road is rough land, has never been built upon and, after
a narrow shelf along the road, drops down fast several hundred feet
toward the Paul Hill Road. The road up hill from Snow Village Inn is
not maintained in the winter. It rises fast, comes to a pitch and then falls
off again. Years ago Samuel Everitt (who salvaged my up-hUl place, Helen
Dahl's place, the place on Kent Mountain) and Frank Simonds had a lot
of fun (I think) with dynamite trying to reduce the pitch on this road.
They failed. My hunch is that the area is probably solid rock. If the part
of this 100-acre land along Stuart Road is developed the Town will have
to maintain the road year-round and will probably have to widen it. I
doubt that any taxes received from the land will pay its road costs.
Therefore, my first reason for proposing that the Town own this land
is straight economics. It will be cheaper to own it than to allow it to be
developed. My second reason is the same reason that the Town now owns
the Jackson Forest, Foss Mountain, the Simonds Memorial Forest, Brooks
Pasture - it is to be land not built up, land of field and forest for all of
us to enjoy. If the Town votes to accept this land, then a narrow strip
along the western border of my up-hill place will be deeded to the Town.
It will connect Brooks Pasture with this new 100-acre plot. In this way
the Town will own about 400 acres in on contiguous strip. If the Town
votes not to accept, then the new land will probably be sold (Signed) Keith
Henney," This Article passed 50-1.
Article 24 - Mary Gospodarek moved, Barbara McKenzie seconded,
to see if the Town is in favor of authorizing the Planning Board of Eaton
to prepare and amend a recommended program of municipal capital im-
provement projects, projected over a period of at least six years, as pro-
vided in NHRSA 674:5 - Capital Improvement Program, Approved 49-0.
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Article 25 - Alexander McKenzie moved, seconded by Suzanne
Russell, to see if the Town will vote to establish a cemetery fund for the
maintenance of cemeteries to be managed by the Trustees of Trust Funds;
and further to authorize financing of this fund through the sale of
cemetery lots. Passed 47-0.
Article 26 - Alexander McKenzie moved, Charles Hurll seconded, to
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100.00 for
support of the Community Action Outreach Program. Approved 42-1.
Article 27 - John Gospodarek moved, Suzanne Russell, seconded, to
see if the Town will vote to oppose the burial, storage, transportation
and production of high level radioactive waste in the Town of Eaton and
State of New Hampshire; and to call upon Congress to conduct an in-
dependent investigation with full public participation into the feasibility
and prudence of the US Department of Energy's (DOE's) present plan
to dispose of radioactive waste and into the DOE's competence to carry
out such a plan. The record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted
to the Governor of New Hampshire, the New Hampshire Congressional
Delegation and to the President of the United States. Agreeable to a peti-
tion signed by Mark S. Provost and others. Passed 26-14.
Article 28 - Suzanne Russell moved, seconded by Charles Hurll, to
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $900.00 for
the purchase of sand for the public beach at Crystal Lake. Lauren Trapasso
stated that the sand on the beach was getting sparse, and although the
Commission had been quoted prices ranging from $900.00 to $1300.00,
they thought that for this year they would apply for $900.00 to get the
work started. March Bungeroth made a motion for an amendment to make
it $1300.00 this year to get it done. The amendment was seconded by
Philip Kelly; voted on and passed 41-1. The vote was then called on the
Article as amended and passed 42-0.
Article 29 - Alexander McKenzie moved, Charles Hurll seconded, to
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00
for inclusion in the Capital Reserve Fund for repairs, replacement or im-
provement of bridges and culverts on Town roads, and to authorize the
Selectmen to withdraw money from the fund for the above purposes
under provisions of RSA 35. Passed 46-0.
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Article 3 1 - Barbara McKenzie moved and John Gospodarek second-
ed, to see if the Town will vote to adopt written welfare guidelines as
proposed by the Board of Selectmen. Chapter 380 of the Laws of 1985
requires the Town to adopt written welfare guidelines prior to April 1,
1986. (Copies of the full text of the proposed guidelines are on file with
the Town Clerk.) Passed 47-0.
Article 32 - To act on any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.
1. In response to a motion under Article 26 at the 1985 Town Meeting
for a study of fire protection priorities for the Town of Eaton, Fire Chief
Charles W. Hurll announced that he, Robert Donahue, Chester Russell,
and Alexander A. McKenzie had formed a Committee. They recommend-
ed that a hydrant in Snow Brook across from Kleinmeiers' would be ad-
vantageous, and that the present broken hydrant at the comer of Steward
Road and Foss Mountain should be repaired. It was noted that the hydrant
at the Thoms' private Pond needs cleaning and a new strainer, the com-
mittee questions whether this should be done at the Town's expese, where
we have no right of way to it. It was not recommended to install hydrants
in private ponds on private property unless the Town could receive a
deeded right of way to such hydrants or a duly recorded easement to
such hydrants. It was stated that under Article 18 of the 1985 Town War-
rant, the money was appropriated and the dry hydrant was installed in
Crystal Lake on Route 153, in the area of the Goodwins' residence.
2. John Gospodarek wonders if the Town can pass an ordinance to
keep cars off the Lake in the Wintertime. The Selectmen know of no way
this can be done.
3. Mary Gospodarek wants a letter sent to Keith Henney thanking
him for the gift of the land. The Town Clerk will take care of this.
Charles Hurll moved, John Gospodarek seconded that the Meeting be
adjourned. So moved. Adjourned at 10:35 PM.
Respectfully Submitted
Ruby A. B. Hurll
Town Clerk
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF EATON
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1986
ASSETS
Cash:




Reconstruction of Bridges 4,161
TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS 13,685
Accounts Due to the Town:
Due from State 30,927
Other Bills Due Town 1,500
TOTAL ACCOUNTS DUE TO THE TOWN 32,427
Unredeemed Taxes: (from tax sale on account of)
(a) Levy of 1985
(b) Levy of 1984 2,907
(c) Levy of 1983 1,147
(d) Previous Years
TOTAL UNREDEEMED TAXES 4,054
Uncollected Taxes: (Including All Taxes)
(a) Levy of 1986 25,682
TOTAL UNCOLLECTED TAXES 25,682
TOTAL ASSETS 223,779
Fund Balance-December 31, 1985 15,572
Fund Balance-December 31, 1986 80,292
Change in Financial Condition 64,720
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LIABILITIES
ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN:
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 1,023
School District(s) Tax(es) Payable 128,289
Property Taxes Collected in Advance 490
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN 129,802
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS:
Highway Dept. Truck 9,524
Reconstruction of Bridges 4,161
TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS 13,685
TOTAL LIABILITIES 143,487
FUND BALANCE - Current surplus
(excess of assets over liabilities) 80,292
GRAND TOTAL 223,779
TAXES - ALL TOWN FUNDS
A. TAXES
Property Taxes - Current Year- 1986 303, 916
Property Taxes -Collected in Advance 490
Resident Taxes - Current Year- 1986 2, 130
Resident Taxes -Collected in Advance
Yield Taxes - Current Year- 1986 7, 127
Property and Yield Taxes - Previous Years 31,398
Resident Taxes — Previous Years 122
Land Use Change Tax -Current and Prior Years 3,240
Interest Received on Delinquent Taxes 1,513
Penalties— Resident Taxes 14
Tax Sales Redeemed 3,984
TOTAL TAXES COLLECTED AND REMITTED 353,934
B. LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 23,894
Dog Licenses 303
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 5
All Other Licenses, Permits and Fees 598
TOTAL 24,800
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-ALL FUNDS
A. FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Revenue Sharig Grants 12,423
TOTAL 12,423
B. FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Shared Revenue 9,457
Highway Block Grant 17,846
TOTAL 27,303
C. FROM OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Reimbursements from other Local Governments 1,250
TOTAL 1,250
CHARGES FOR SERVICES-ALL FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
Rent of Town Property 600
Other Sales and Service Charges 36
TOTAL 636
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES-ALL FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
Sale of Town Property 10
Interest on Investments 5,590
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds 21,668
TOTAL 27,268
NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS-ALL FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
Tax Anticipation Notes 125,000
TOTAL 125,000
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES 572,614




TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
DEBT SERVICE
Interest -Tax Anticipation Notes 3,573
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds 16,000
MISCELLANEOUS
Unallocated PICA, Retirement, Pension
TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL








SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1986; June 30, 1987
DESCRIPTION
1. Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
2. Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
3. Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
4. Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
5. Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment














TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the Treasurer, Town Clerk, Tax
Collector, Trustees of the Trust Funds, Conservation Commission, and
Selectmen for the Town of Eaton for the year 1986, and find that they
correctly reflect the status of these funds at the time of audit.
February 10, 1987
Douglas K. Blue
Auditor, Town of Eaton
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TOWN CLERK REPORT
January 1, 1986 - December 31, 1986
DEBIT
Car Registrations Issued
TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT








Land Use Change Tax 890.00




Land Use Change Taxes 2,350.00
ADDED TAXES:
Property Taxes 1,461.43




a/c Property Taxes 85.90 991.06
INTEREST COLLECTED ON DELINQUENT TAXES:
Property Taxes 113.82 1,198.81
Yield Taxes 32.74 166.94
PENALTIES COLLECTED ON DELINQUENT RESIDENT TAXES:
1.00 13.00
COSTS OF COLLECTION: 270.45
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PENALTIES COLLECTED
FOR BAD CHECKS: 30.00
TOTAL DEBITS: $489.71 $341,528.74 $35,079,71
CR.
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING FISCAL YEAR:
1987 1986 1985
Property Taxes 489.71 $303,916.34 $30,439.86
Resident Taxes 2,130.00 122.00
Yield Taxes 7,126.99 957.59
Land Use Change Tax 2,350.00 890.00
OVERPAYMENTS:
a/c Property Taxes 85.90 991.06
INTEREST COLLECTED ON DELINQUENT TAXES:
Property Taxes 113.82 1,198.81
Yield Taxes 32.74 166.94
PENALTIES COLLECTED ON DELINQUENT RESIDENT TAXES:
1.00 13.00
COSTS OF COLLECTION: 270.45
PENALTIES COLLECTED
FOR BAD CHECKS: 30.00
ABATEMENTS MADE DURING YEAR:
Property Taxes 9.64





TOTAL CREDITS: $489.71 $341,528.74 $35,079.71
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Levy of 1986
UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAXES AS OF
DECEMBER 31, 1986 and
AS PER COLLECTOR'S LIST
AUard, Lucie M.
Alves, Faith Timberlake
Bean, Larry & Nancy
Bean, Russell H., Heirs
Bloise, Anthony
Burri, C. Edward & Mary Lou
Chapman, David L. & Mary Lou
Cima, Katherine Ann
Cobb, Hope
Coogan, James J., Ill, & Patricia H.
Dauteuil, John E.
Davidson, Lucy & Colin
Day, Perley C, Jr. & Ronnie P.
DeWitt, Harland
Dudrick, Stanley J. & Theresa M.
Eastman, Margaret A. & Forrest E.
Fast, Robert E.
Colder, Helen, Heirs
Goslee, Lucinda Fowler & Terrance P.
Gronlund, Ralph & Laura M.
Hache, J. Roland & CaroU L.
Heffernan, James P.
Hoyt, Edward H.
Kelly, Philip C. & JoAnn
Kendrick, William N. & Marjorie
Klefos, Constance S.
Milton, John P., Christopher, Barbara & Edward
and Cohen, Deborah M.
Moore, Priscilla G. & Ellis, Kevin
Moschella, Thomas J.
Murphy, George B.
Norden, Mark S. & Callis, Debra R.
Phillips, William J. & Mary E.
Phipps, John H., Jr.
Prescott, Douglas T. & Jean E.
Purity Springs Resort, Inc.
Ross, Lawrence E. & Jane P.
Schempp, Edwin T.
Selmi, Charles & Marie
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Snyder, Charming
Stuart, Carl & Alberta
Thurston, Elwyn R.
Toumarkine, David & Ellen S.
Trapasso, PhUip
Waukeela Camp, Inc.
Wilcox, Richard F., Jr.
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TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
1986 TREASURER'S REPORT
Holly B. Fortin, Treasurer
RECEIPTS
Charles W. Hurll, Tax Collector
1983 Tax Sales Redeemed 946.78
Interest and Costs 407.94
1985
1,354.72
1984 Tax Sales Redeemed 1,636.66
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1987 Property Tax 489.71
356,164.41
1986
Ruby Hurll, Town Clerk
Motor Vehicle Permits
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Brian Diskin
TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
























N.H. City & Town Clerk Assoc.
Treasurer, N.H. Assoc, of Assessing Officials
Wheeler & Clark
National Market Reports, Inc.





















































TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION
Minute Man Press $153.64
The Reporter 201.00
Ruby A.B. Hurll 116.00
Suzanne Russell 116.00
Alice A.B. Linscott 104.00
Ellsworth T. Russell 150.00
Francis S. Gospodarek 116.00
Bernard F. Hurley 116.00





TOWN HALL AND OTHER BUILDINGS
Conway Supply $ 175.38
Little Pond Disposal 260.00
N.E. Telephone 353.21
White Mountain Oil 1,226.54
A.T. & T. 62.58
Public Service Co., of N.H. 674.08
The Lock Shop 48.25
Heather Drew 20.00
Advanced Electric Company 45.00
POLICE




Conway Fire Department 4,813.00
PLANNING/ZONING
Charles W. Hurll $ 317.32
Richard F. Hurley ' 19.21
North Country Council 388.00
Leslie Feron 199.32
The Reporter 525.64
Thaddeus Thome Surveys 300.00
RMC Graphics 519.75
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Ruby A.B. Hurll 16.00
C. Jerome Underwood 67.28
Suzanne Russell 138.00
Mary Gospodarek 69.88
The Office Mechanics 449.00
Print X Press 372.00
INSURANCE
Conway Dahl Insurance $7,603.00
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION




Gibson Center $ 480.00
Memorial Hospital 600.00
Visiting Nurses Assoc. 516.60
Children and Youth 300.00
Community Action 100.00
Town of Conway 2,884.00
Carroll County Mental Health 288.00
New Hampshire Water Pollution 24.00
Family Health Center 250.00
TOWN DUMP AND GARBAGE REMOVAL
Town of Conway $21,691.00
SUMMER ROAD MAINTENANCE
Elwyn Thurston $1,414.40
Elwyn Thurston Equipment Rental 2,784.00




Tilton Sand and Gravel 957.03
Alvin J. Coleman & Sons 113.40
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WINTER ROAD MAINTENANCE
Elwyn Thurston $ 3,164.00
Elwyn Thurston Equipment Rental 11,402.50
Dwight Johnson 942.00
Sherwood Gray 80.00
Alvin J. Coleman and Son 2,129.14
Charles Gibbs 108.00
STREET LIGHTING
Public Service Co. of N.H. $1,340.50




Penn Culverts Co. 2,259.24
N.H. Bituminous Co. 7,783.05
Howard P. Fairfield, Inc. 817.50
Babcock Equipment 33.32
Bailey's Auto Supply 1,871.98
Tom's Variety 28.00
Marbucco Corp 50.00
Elwyn Thurston Equipment Rental 18,412.50
N.H. Wetlands Board 25.00
Frechette Tire Co. 10.60
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc. 107.19
MacFarlane Steel 22.23
Di Prizio 6.94
Alvin J. Coleman & Sons 1,018.99
Frechette Oil and Backhoe 1,835.25
Maine Oxy Acetylene 46.96
The Kennett Corp 130.00
Conway Supply 115.62
Wendell Brooks 445.00
Tilton Sand and Gravel 1,212.38
LIBRARIES
Conway Library $ 300.00
GENERAL ASSISTANCE
Foster Care $ 217.50
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A.J. Coleman and Son
Frank Plummer
Conway Rec Center










DAMAGES AND LEGAL EXPENSES
Shaine and McEachern










RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY
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PAYMENT WITHHOLDING
Internal Revenue Service $ 72?>.67
BRIDGE CAPITAL RESERVE
Sawyer Engineering $ 2,370.00
Safetv Roads and Materials 1,957.00
W.H.' Shurtleff Co. 15,162.56
LAND, BUILDINGS, NEW EQUIPMENT
Di Prizio $7,877.00
Xerox 1,256.00
BONDS, NOTES, TERM NOTES, CAPITAL RESERVE
Trustee of Trust Funds $16,000.00
STATE/COUNTY
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire $ 383.00
Carroll County Registrar of Deeds > 36.00
N.H. Municipal Association 84.00
Treasurer, Carroll County 14,961.00
APPRAISAL
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire. $1,000.45
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Eaton School District $218,156.00
TEMPORARY LOANS
Indian Head Bank $128,572.92
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REPORT OF
THE TOWN OF EATON PLANNING BOARD
Two years ago the board's report referenced the initiation and progress
by the Master Plan Review Committee to provide information for the pur-
pose of up-dating the Town's Master Plan. In 1986 the board confirmed
these efforts were continuing. Today, with a sense of relief and ac-
complishment, along with our thanks to so many of you for your con-
tributions and participation, the town has a current revised Master Plan.
Rapid growth and change in our neighbor towns are clear evidence that
a comprehensive plan, with ordinances and regulations to enable its im-
plementation by your town officials, is a prerequisite to orderly municipal
development.
The planning board's future efforts and responsibilities will be directed
toward defining, supporting, proposing, revising and enacting subdivi-
sion regulations and zoning ordinances that carry out your Master Plan
goals.
Our regular meetings are scheduled for the third Wednesday of each
month at 7:30 P.M. at the Evans Memorial Building (Town Hall).
We will look forward to your attendance and imput in 1987 on March
18, April 15, May 20, June 17, July 15, August 19, September 16, October








March 19, 1987 Richard H. Young
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGERS
Between July 1985 and June 1986, we experienced fewer fires than nor-
mal. The two leading causes of forest fires were again children and fires
kindled without written permission of a Forest Fire Warden. Both causes
are preventable, but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest fire preven-
tion. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility
of State Forestry officials. Our state has excellent timber harvest regula-
tion; however, your assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and Suspect a state timber harvest
law may be violated, call your Forest Fire Warden.
If you own forest land, you will become responsible for the timber tax
payment starting April 1, 1986. This is a change in the Timber Tax Law
that will impact all forest landowners. Contact your Board of Selectmen
for timber tax forms.






Town of Eaton Forest Fire Warden
In the past several years we have seen several occasions in which Eaton's
tax dollar was spent on fire protection provided by the Conway Fire
Department for very small fires.
With the price of each fire engine called to Eaton rising from $125 to
$180 per/hour and $10 per man per/hour I would like to organize a group
of Eaton residents (Men and Women) would would be willing to be call-
ed to a fire scene to help fight a woods fire or wet down after a house
fire has been knocked down by Conway Fire Department.
Anybody who is interested in starting an active Eaton Fire Department
please contact Jim Coogan at 447-6787.
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TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
EATON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
1986
Having completed all the forest management plans for the town lands
discussion was raised as to the procedure to follow for proper manage-
ment. Forest Land Improvements of Chocorua, N.H. has provided the
Commission with professional advice and various recommendations, in-
cluding improvement cuts, Timber Stand Improvement projects as well
as some whole tree harvesting which would upgrade the town's forest
for future years.
There was no commercial blueberry crop as such on Foss Mtn. but a
small harvet was picked off Brook's Pasture. Mr. Merryfield, the com-
mercial harvester, reported the June frost made the harvest questionable
and affected the yield.
The 100 acre ± gift from J. Keith Henny was accepted by the town at
the 1986 Town Meeting and the deed was passed in June. The property,
located on the West side of the Foss Mtn. Road, makes for a continuous
piece from the corner of Foss and Stuart roads to the summit of Foss
Mountain.
Various work was done on Foss Mountain this year. The trail's condi-
tion became a concern to the Commission so a series of waterbars were
dug and will be seeded this spring, all in attempting to minimize the
damage by runoff. The gate at Brook's Pasture was replaced; it had suc-
cumbed to old age. That same weekend the Commission cleared the
cemetery in Brook's Pasture, part of their work program aimed at main-
taining the more remote cemeteries in Eaton. The Fernald cemetery on
Foss Mtn. was completed this summer as well.
New signs will be seen on Foss Mountain next summer which the Com-
mission hopes will more clearly explain the fact that there is a commer-
cial crop of blueberries and picking is allowed only when the commercial
harvester is finished. The Commission appreciates the Townpeople's
assistance in preserving this crop.
The Town's property lines have been re-painted this summer, a pro-
ject which occurs roughly every 10 years, an important endeavor and good
land owner's practice.
Work was done at the Snow Spring which involved replacing the road-
side barrel as well as introducing the stone walkway leading to the spring.
Along with the work it was decided the water should be tested by the
Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission. When such test will
be made the results will be posted.
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The Commission was asked to act upon two dredge and fill permits
with no objections found to either the town beach project or the Snow
Brook culvert project.
The Commission sponsored an informative presentation on Current Use
Taxation given by Peter Pohl, the Carroll County Extension Service
forester.
The Commission also took part by volunteering manpower at the first
of hopefully anual Household Hazardous Waste Collection Days held at
the waste disposal facilities in Conway. It was encouraging to see a
number of Eaton residents taking part in the collection day.
Successful is the best way to describe the new program the Commis-
sion has worked out with David Brooks of Tin Mountain Conservation
Center. David has begun an ongoing seasonal outdoor educational pro-
gram here in Eaton which has seen two summer sessions and a fall ses-
sion. Emphasis has been to develop an appreciation for the natural history
in Eaton's town land by our elementary age students. We hope for con-
tinued enthusiasm in this winter's adventure and the next year's as well.
As provided under its bylaws, regular meetings of the Commission are
held at 7:30 pm on the second Monday of each month from April through
November at the Eaton Town Hall. Special meetings are given advance
public notice. All meetings are by law open to the public. The Commis-
sioners welcome active participation, especially by residents and
taxpapers.
The names of the members responsible for actions reported above are
listed. Their terms end in August of the year indicated, except as noted.
Louise Gray '87 Richard Fortin '89 Secretary
Philip Kelly '88 Chairman Jonathan Simonds '89
Chester Russell '89 Vice Chairman Philip Evans '87
Louis Feron, Honorary member
Alan C. Robotham, Honorary member
Holly B. Fortin, Treasurer (March '87)
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EATON CONSERVATION FUND
Financial Statement
Balance January 1, 1986 3,657.09
Receipts
Interest on deposits 163.57
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Cost share Lot 3 forest
management plan 1,050.00
Henny Trust Reimbursement
Lot 3 forest management plan 1,512.00
Henny Trust Reimbursement
Tin Mt. Educational program 150.00
2875.57 6532.66
Disbursements
Dick Fortin - half barrel Snow Spring 9.95
Jonathan Simonds -
boundary line paint 73.80
Forest Land Improvements
Lot 3 forest management plan 2562.00
David Brooks - Tin Mt.
educational program 150.00
Water Supply & Pollution Control
Com. water test - Snow Spring 30.00
Phil Kelly - W.S. & P.C.C.
bacteria test 8.00
Dick Fortin - stamp & copy fund 20.00
N.H. Association Conservation Com.
1987 Dues 40.00
David Brooks - Tin Mt. educational
program 75.00
2,968.75
Balance December 31, 1986 3,563.91
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NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL
ANNUAL REPORT
Calendar year 1986 was a busy and productive year for the North Coun-
try Council as it continued to provide a wide range of assistance to towns
and cities in the North Country.
The CouncU is a regional non-profit, public agency chartered under NH
RSA 36:45 and is responsible for providing its member communities
assistance in local community planning, economic development, solid
waste, transportation and various other community services. Besides the
direct assistance the Council provides each member community, it is an
advocate for all North Country towns in legislative and funding issues
at the state and federal governments.
Growth and developement is no longer unique to southern New Hamp-
shire; North Country towns are experiencing similar growth pressures.
The Council recognizes the impacts associated with this development to
schools, roads, waste disposal, water, etc. The Council is dedicated to
assisting town officials with these complicated issues. Because most of
the Council member towns do not have a staff of their own to do the
research, answer the questions and respond to incoming requests, the
Council has revised the way we help member towns. Now, each town
has a staff person assigned to assist the local officials of that town with
their daily needs. In this way, the Council serves its membership more
efficiently.
In Eaton, the Council provided information on Master Planning and
establishment of zoning districts.
Economic Development is an important part of the Council's overall
agency mission. This year the Council developed two marketing products:
a regional brochure promoting the region and community profiles which
the ten growth communities in the region are using to market their in-
dustrial development potential. The Council also produced a series of
magazine advertisements, along with a display at the Eastern States Ex-
position, promoting the North Country as the sensible place to do
business. The Council is now developing a workshop series on industrial
development marketing for local officials in the region who are actively-
seeking economic development.
This past summer the Council co-sponsored the very successful North
Country legislative tour. Over 285 legislators and their guests toured the
North Country getting a glimpse of the life, economy, and culture that
makes our region unique. A follow-up legislative reception was held in
December to develop a legislative agenda for 1987. The tour and recep-
tion should have future beneficial legislative impact to the North Country.
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The Council again provided information and guidance to several towns
on federal and state grant and loan programs. This past year saw the
Council administer over $3.0 million in Community Development Block
Grant funds. The funds cover such activities as housing rehabilitation,
downtown revitalization, business revolving loan funds, and housing
rehabilitation feasibilty studies.
Community planning assistance has emphasized master planning and
improvement in local land use controls. New state mandates and com-
mercial and residential growth in several towns have created busy work
loads for planning boards. The Council's assistance takes many forms:
regional workshops, newsletters, regulation review and update, and
assistance on a regular or one-time basis for subdivison and site plan
applications.
The Council again co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture series with
the NH Municipal Association. The Law Lecture this year covered such
topics as local planning board procedures, administration and enforce-
ment of ordinances and review of recent court cases and state law changes
regarding local land use planning.
Overall, the Council's major objective is to work with North Country
towns in solving local and regional problems. We rely on and appreciate
the involvement of town officials and residents and look forward to
assisting your town this coming year.
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SELECTMENS' REPORT
The Board of Selectmen are proud of and grateful to the citizens of Eaton
who make up our Planning Board. With the help of a Master Plan Review
Committee, the Planning Board completely revised and brought up to
date the Town's Master Plan, incorporating the goals of our residents and
nonresidents after a survey which appears to be unique in the history
of the State of New Hampshie. Special commendation is hereby given
to Jerry Underwood for his leadership and to Leslie Feron for her unflag-
ging perserverance. Together, they were the driving force behind com-
pleting our New Master Plan.
Now, based on our new Master Plan, our Planning Board members are
revising our Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations. Meanwhile,
a Capital Improvements Program committee appointed by the Planning
Board is working on compilation of a list of capital expenditures that will
be needed in the next seven years with an eye to minimizing the impact
of such projects on the tax rate over the years. After the Planning Board
adopts the list and holds public hearings, the first Capital Improvements
Program should be on the Town Warrant for 1988.
The Board of Selectmen last summer formally accepted Mr. J. Keith Hen-
ney's generous gift to the inhabitants of Eaton of land along Foss Moun-
tain Road, which makes it possible for our citizens to enjoy outdoor recrea-
tion on Town land from Stuart Road to the top of Foss Mountain. The
Conservaton Commission has already developed a winter parking area
on some of the newly gifted land for people who use Foss Mountainin
the wintertime. The Commission has additional ideas and plans for use
of Mr. Henney's gift.
We urge men and women in this community to support Forest Fire
Warden, Jim Coogan, in his efforts to organize a group of volunteer
firefighters. We will not be able to dispense with the services of the Con-
way Fire Department, but in small fires we can supplement their efforts,
thus cutting our costs, and perhaps decreasing response time.
Finally, the Selectmen need help in filling positions on Town boards
and commissions. We particularly urge young adults to join in Town





LETTER TO THE SELECTMEN
November 18, 1986
Dear Friends:
The Family Health Centre is requesting $350 from the town of Eaton
to support our Family Planning, Pre-Natal and Primary Care programs.
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The Family Health Centre is a private, non profit organization that delivers
quality health care to patients at three sites: Main Street Professional
Building, North Conway; Huggins Hospital, Wolfeboro and Ossipee Con-
cerned Citizens, Center Ossipee.
The Family Planning Program provides comprehensive reproductive
health care including physical exarniniations, health education and
counseling, screening for and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases,
infertility services, pregnancy testing and contraception. We do not pro-
vide abortions, nor do we pay for them. In fact, family planning programs,
by allowing families to prevent unwanted pregnancies, are the most ef-
fective way to reduce the number of abortions performed. The program
emphasises family involvement and parental involvement whenever
possible. The Health Centre currently provides care to almost 1,500 pa-
tients in Carroll County.
The Pre-Natal Program offers complete pregnancy care from concep-
tion through the post partum period. The services include medical care,
nutritional counseling, social services, health education, housing
assistance, transportation and adoption counseling. Over sixty low in-
come women and teenagers will receive pre-natal care this year. Another
fifty will be turned away due to lack of funding.
The Primary Care Program provides comprehensive family health care
which includes annual physical exams, treatment of acute and chronic
diseases, well-child care and pre-natal care.
The services in all three programs are fee scaled and no one is refused
care due to an inability to pay.
This year we are asking for a combined total of $15,000 from all of the
towns in Carroll County. The reason for the requested increase is that
we received a 23% cut in our federal subsidy for Family Planning dollars
for this fiscal year. A new national reallocation formula is anticipated to
bring an additional 30% cut for the next fiscal year. We are also budgeting
to increase our revenues for our Pre-Natal program to allow us to pro-
vide for ten more patients next fiscal year. The current demand exceeds
our resources by over 50%. Our program patients already pay for almost
50% of their care through patient fees - considerably more than the clients
of other social service programs are expected to pay — and are currently
seen to be making their maximum contribution.
I would appreciate a meeting with the Budget Committee or Board of
Selectmen to discuss our request and answer any questions you might
have.





TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
LETTER TO THE SELECTMEN
January 12, 1987
Children Unlimited, Inc. is a new non-profit corporation designed for
the sole purpose of serving the developmental needs of children ages birth
through five years of age. This new independent corporation is the result
of a merger of two existing programs in Northern Carroll County: the
Visiting Nurse Services of Northern Carroll County's Early Intervention
Child Development Program and Therapy-Education Associates, Inc.,
Bridge to Learning Program. Children Unlimited, Inc. provides three pro-
grams: 1) the Early Intervention Program, 2) the Pre-School Program, and
3) the Developmental Day Care Program.
The Early Intervention Program is in its sixth year of operation. The
program is partially funded by the Division of Mental Health and
Developmental Disabilities. The primary purpose of the Early Interven-
tion Program is to provide developmental, educational, and therapeutic
programs to children and families of children, birth to thirty-six months
of age, who are developmentally delayed or at risk of being developmen-
tally delayed. These children exhibit delays in reaching normal milestones
in growth and development. Early identification and treatment of children
with developmental delays or at risk for developmental delays increases
the likelihood that these children will reach their greatest potential and
possibly decrease the need for future special education services. Early
identification is facilitated by a bi-annual child find screening. Treatment
of children with developmental delays is provided via therapeutic and
educational services of evaluation, therapy/remediation and consultation
with the child and family.
Another adjunct service Children Unlimited, Inc. offers is a Pre-school
program. Its purpose is to provide that specialized pre-school program
for the minimally to moderately delayed child who needs full services
of therapy and special education. This program is serviced in complete
collaboration with Supervisory Administrative Union #9.
Children Unlimited, Inc. also assists parents in securing respite care,
provides them with information regarding agencies and resources design-
ed to meet their individual needs, and helps them find appropriate child
care services for their children when necessary. To alleviate problems in
finding qualified respite, child and day care, especially for special needs
children. Children Unlimited, Inc. offers a day care program which is open
to all children ages 18 months through five years of age. This program
has the benefit of consultation from the technical and educational ser-
vice providers of our intervention program as well as the security and
convenience of being in the same facility and with staff already familiar
to the child and family enrolled in the Early Intervention Program.
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* Statistics do not include private pay Day Care children.
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Dr. William A. Jutras
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
David Hawkins
DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
James McDevitt
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT NO. 9 STAFF
Susan Fishman, Preschool Coordinator
James Northrop, School Psychologist
Stephen Swenson, School Psychologist




Deborah Ayers, Art Teacher
Linda Rudin, Art Teacher
Barbara Boxer, Art Teacher
Andrew Blanchard, Ph. Ed. Teacher
Deryl Fleming, Ph. Ed. Teacher
Geraldine Bresnahan, Speech/Language Therapist
Catherine Hawkins, Speech/Language Therapist
Judith Harris, Speech/Language Therapist
Becky Jefferson, Financial Director





TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Eaton, County
of Carroll, and State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on
Tuesday, the 10th day of March, 1987, to vote for the following District
Officers. Polls will be open for this purpose at 1:00 p.m., and will not
close before 6:00 p.m.
ARTICLE 1. To elect a Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2. To elect a Clerk for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 3. To elect a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
ARTICLE 4. To elect a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 5. To elect an Auditor for the ensuing year.
YOU ARE ALSO NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE SAME PLACE AT
FOUR O'CLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON ON THE SAME DAY TO ACT
UPON THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES.
ARTICLE 6. Shall the school district accept the provisions of RSA
195-A as amended providing for the establishment of area schools located










in accordance with the provisions of the plan on file with the district clerk
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ARTICLE 7. To see if the District will vote to authorize the Eaton
School Board to apply for, accept and expend in the name of the School
District, such gifts, advances, grants in aid, or other funds for educational
purposes as may be available or forthcoming from any source during the
fiscal year, in accord with and upon such terms as are found in RSA
198:20-b.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the School District will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund
(School Bus), to be held in the custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds
for the Town of Eaton.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the School District will vote to establish a
Reserve Fund in accordance with RSA, Chapter 35, as amended, to be
held in the custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds for the Town of Eaton,
said Reserve Fund to be established solely for the purpose of unanticipated
Special Education costs; and to see if the School District will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00, or some other sum, to be placed
in the Reserve Fund (Special Education).
ARTICLE 10. To see what sum of money the School District will
vote to raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment
of salaries for school district officials and agents, and for the payment
of the statutory obligations of the District.
ARTICLE 11. To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
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EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
The annual meeting of the Eaton School District was called to order
at 4:00 p.m. on March 11, 1986, by Town Moderator, Ellsworth Russell.
Mr. Russell called for nominations for School District Moderator Pro Tem
to serve the remainder of the 1985 term left vacant by the death of Samuel
Head. Joyce Blue nominated Alexander McKenzie. Steve Biddle second-
ed. The motion carried with a vote of 16-0. After being sworn in by School
District Clerk, Joyce Blue, Alexander McKenzie took the podium, calling
first for a moment of silence in honor of late Samuel Head.
ARTICLES 1-5 were voted by ballot.
1. Moderator, Alexander A. McKenzie
2. School Board for three years, Jonathan Goodwin
3. Auditor, Jane K. Gray
4. Treasurer, Pat Coogan
5. Clerk, Elizabeth Bungeroth
ARTICLE 6. Barbara McKenzie moved to authorize the Eaton School
Board to apply for, accept and expend in the name of the School District,
such gifts, advances, grants in aid, or other funds for educational pur-
poses as may be available from any source during the fiscal year, in ac-
cord with and upon such terms as are found in RSA 198:20-b. Betsy
Bungeroth seconded the motion and it carried 18-0.
ARTICLE 7. Frank Gospodarek moved to establish an "AREA
School Planning Committee," to authorize the Moderator to appoint the
members thereof in accordance with RSA 195-A :3. Richard Young second-
ed. The motion carried, 19 in favor, opposed.
ARTICLE 8. Frank Gospodarek moved to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund (School Bus),
to be held in the custody of the Trustees of the Trust Fund for the Town
of Eaton. Barbara McKenzie seconded and the motion carried 19-0.
ARTICLE 9. Barbara McKenzie moved to raise and appropriate for
the support of schools, $228,289.00, as per page 73 of the 86-87 School
District budget, for the payment of salaries for school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
Current tuition costs (per student): kindergarten students (4), $1,101.81;
elementary students (29), $2,203.61; jr. high students (8), $3,320.95; high
school students (23), $3,650.00.
There being no further business, Frank Gospodarek moved to adjourn
the meeting. Bernard Hurley seconded. The motion carried and the









The school year 1986-87 will be remembered as a year of change. We
are very aware that the rapid changes of our society have reached the
upper valley and into our school. Conway Elementary School itself has
been a part of a dramatic system of changes this year. At the Ad-
ministrative level we have a new superintendent, new assistant
superintendent, new special education director, and new principal. We
have two new portable classrooms, new staff, a new first grade, new com-
puters, and new curricula. Each new factor in any system creates changes
throughout that system that in some way affects us all. Change is healthy,
as it challenges, keeps us alert and aware, and helps us deal with a rapidly
changing world.
Attendance at Conway Elementary School reached 344 students in
January 1987. Some of our classrooms are nearly bulging at the seams
and still, the climate here is one of family - personal and caring. Children
and teachers work together toward only one end, to do what is best for
the child.
Our classrooms are places of serious business as teachers and children
work on those important basic skills of reading, writing, math, social
studies, and science. CES provides excellent additional help to children
through Chapter I reading and math programs, and special education
classrooms. We have experienced tutors working with children in
language arts, reading, and writing programs as well as teacher aids for
the primary classrooms. We have a number of wonderful parents who
come into our school on a regular basis to work with either individuals
or small groups of children. Such concentrated attention provides im-
portant advantages for all our students.
School is a busy and productive place for children. A number of our
students are famous around the state for their jump rope exhibitions,
demonstrations, and workshops with the RED HOTS jump rope team.
Some of these youngsters will be traveling in March to Montana to take
part in a jump rope jamboree sponsored by the National Heart Associa-
tion. Students have had field trips to the Science Museum in Boston to
see the dinosaur exhibit, the Portland Symphony to see Peter and the
Wolf, Tin Mountain Conservation Center, and our local Indian Museum.
We held our annual spell down, and one talented youngster will be
representing the CES "cougars" at the county spelling bee in February.
Every child in school has had a special Tuesday afternoon activity dur-
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ing our Winter Activity Program. Many children are having instruction
in downhill or cross country skiing; others are skating or sliding or work-
ing on individual projects. Our 5th and 6th grade students wrote and
submitted excellent essays to the DAR essay contest, titled: A Letter To
The Editor, September 1787.
Many parents have visited our school this year during special programs.
Parents came to school in October to meet the first grade teachers and
hear about the new first grade being established. A large crowd came
to our Open House in November and saw the students' book, Likely
Stories, dedicated to former principal, David Hawkins. The RED HOTS
jump rope team sponsored an overwhelmingly successful spaghetti din-
ner in November. We had the hallways of our entire building covered
with children's art work for the well-attended Art Festival early in
December. Again in December, many parents and frieds joined us for
our Winter Holiday music program.
Parents form an important part of our school community. Besides the
volunteers and visitors to our special events, we have seen a wonderful
beginning to a Parent and Teacher Organization this year. An enthusiastic
group of parents has raised money to sponsor a Reading Is Fundamental
(RIF) program for our children which provided each child with a free book
at the first book distribution in December. The PTO group continues to
pursue other ways to benefit the children of our school and provide a
valuable support system for both teachers and parents.
Continued professional growth is an important factor in keeping
teachers up to date with a changing world. Members of our staff have
attended a number of workshops in computer education, the writing pro-
cess, language arts, and reading. The system as a whole is undergoing
a self evaluation that involves an analysis of the present programs and
the needs of our community. Community and staff members are work-
ing together on evaluation committees to complete the process preparatory
to a visitation by an evaluation team of peers in October of 1987.
Conway Elementary School has survived and thrived on the changes
this year. As we change, we grow and improve. We are constantly im-
proving the ways we meet the needs of all children.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
by Dr. William A. Jutras
To accomplish the high standards of education quality we all expect
for our youth, many people must be involved. I am proud to report that
the extent of school and community involvement is very good, and in-
creasing every month. This is particularly important because we are ad-
justing to growth in the primary grades of most schools in Mt. Washington
Valley, new minimum standards for elementary schools are approaching
adoption by the State Board of Education, and we are moving toward
full compliance for students in special education.
Community and faculty members have been active in supporting special
education by helping to re-establish the vital position of Director of Special
Education. People have participated on curriculum committees for
Language Arts, Science, Health, and Transition programs; there are
building committees in Conway, Madison, and Freedom; and there is
an AREA Plan Committee with representation from eight of our nine
districts. Add to this the active and productive involvement of thirty-one
school board members, central office and building level administrators,
and expecially your teachers and support staff, and we are getting results.
Language Arts and Science curricula will be ready for pilot in September
1987; construction plans have been developed in Freedom; Conway and
Madison are anticipating purchase of portable classrooms while long-term
plans are conceptualized; and an AREA agreement awaits your vote. Our
Art and Physical Education programs will be given much needed sup-
port by the already approved addition of teachers at the elementary level
next year. Action Plans to continue improvement of language arts,
mathematics, science, social studies, and study skills have been finaliz-
ed for all schools.
There are more results. The superintendent's office was successful in
obtaining $48,664 in a competitive grant for the purchase of computers
for use by many elementary school teachers. We felt that modern
technology must be more readily available to teachers to assist them in
classroom instruction. A side benefit obviously is that teachers are becom-
ing better able to help students learn more about computers. The State
of New Hampshire requires "Computer Literacy" for graduation. Within
three years, we expect all of our elementary school students to be com-
puter literate before they reach high school.
New programs such as Computer Literacy often require special train-
ing. Your school boards and teachers are providing the time for profes-
sional staff development by increasing the contract year by two days. By
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way of negotiations, Madison, Bartlett, and Tamworth have the extend-
ed contract, while Freedom and M.W.V.E.A. (art, physical education,
nurse, and special education itinerants) will have this next year.
As a school system we are growing, we are seeking better ways to
organize our efforts, and we are improving instruction. I extend my
sincere appreciation to the many people who have helped accomplish
so much, and invite even more as we look forward to continued growth
in this complex and dynamic system.
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The Conway schools, Kennett High School, John Fuller, Conway
Elementary and Pine Tree, located in Conway, shall be the AREA schools.
Albany, Bartlett, Eaton, Freedom, Jackson, Madison, and Tamworth shall
be designated as the sending districts, and Conway shall be designated
as the receiving district. The grades for the AREA schools shall be 9
through 12 for Tamworth, Jackson and Bartlett; 7 through 12 for Freedom
and Madison; and K through 12 for Eaton and Albany. Jackson students
in grades 7 and 8 may go to either Kennett High School or Josiah Bartlett
Elementary School. Any sending district may elect to send pupils to
schools in another sending district upon mutual agreement by both sen-
ding districts and the receiving district (Conway).
B. PURPOSE
To assure every member of the Conway AREA schools' student body
equal access to all educational programs and opportunities, membership
rights, and responsibilities independent of their home community.
To provide a broader range of program offerings for students than
would otherwise be financially feasible for individual school districts.
To share equitably the costs of education at Conway AREA schools
among the districts involved in this plan.
To provide a mechanism for sending districts to actively participate in
the evaluation and planning of programs at the Conway AREA schools.
C. QUALITY OF EDUCATION
The Conway School District guarantees to operate schools, accredited
and fully approved, consistent with the standards as defined by the laws
of the State of New Hampshire for the education of its own and sending
district students, grades K through 12.
D. STUDENT ORIENTATION AND CURRICULUM SERVICES
Orientation services will be made available by the receiving district to
grade six pupils and grade eight pupils of the sending districts for seventh
and ninth grade placement and subject placement. There wUl be articula-
tion in programs between elementary, junior and senior high schools.
The department chairpersons at Kennett High School will have a con-
sulting and coordinating role with the curriculum of all elementary
schools.
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E. AREA PUPIL REGULATIONS
It is understood that the same pupil regulations will apply to the AREA
students from the sending districts as to those of the receiving district.
F. REPORTS PROVIDED
All member district boards will have access to educational records for
legitimate educational purposes for pupils residing within their districts,
all in accordance with the Federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act, also known as the Buckley Amendment, Public Law 93-380 (20 USC
S.1232g.).
All member district boards will have access to educational records, with
no identification of individual students, for the purpose of conducting
evaluations of school programs.
It is further agreed that a written report will be made to each school
board of the sending district concerning the achievement and citizenship,
quarterly, and attendance records, monthly, of pupils from that sending
district who are enrolled in the Conway AREA.
G. SENDING DISTRICT PARTICIPATION IN CONWAY BOARD
ACTIVITIES
The AREA sending district boards will elect collectively, one represen-
tative to serve on each of the standing committees of the Conway School
Board, as voting members in all advisory matters. All sending district
board members are encouraged to attend all standing committee meetings
and meetings of the Conway School Board.
H. PURPOSE AND FREQUENCY OF AREA MEETINGS
1. There shall be annually at least three joint meetings of the Albany,
Bartlett, Conway, Eaton, Freedom, Jackson, Madison, and Tamworth
school boards as provided in RSA 195-A:5 for the purpose of consulting
and advising regarding any matters of joint interest. These meetings will
be educationally oriented and will provide opportunities for the sending
district boards to be involved with the program of studies at Conway
AREA schools and its administrative procedures. At least one meeting
per year shall include the discussion of athletics and extracurricular pro-
grams offered and their impact on the sending districts as well as the
receiving district.
2. The first joint meeting of the AREA school boards shaU be held within
60 days of the operating responsibility date. Thereafter meetings will be
held in accordance with RSA 195-A:5.
3. Thereafter there shall be an annual reorganization meeting held dur-
ing the month of May which shall be called by the agent of the State Board
of Education designated to preside at such meeting.
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I. COMPUTATION OF TUITION RATES AND PAYMENT DUE DATES
1. The rate of tuition shall be determined annually and shall be the per
pupil cost of current expenses of operation of the AREA schools.
2. The rate shall be determined for each school for each scholastic year
preceding the year to which tuition rates are applicable. Current expenses
shall refer to the following cost items: administrations, instruction, health
services, operation of plant, maintenance of plant, fixed charges, school
lunch and milk programs, student body activities, SAU expenses, and
summer school. Fixed charges shall include employees' retirement,
teachers' retirement, F.I.C.A., and insurance.
3. Such state aid received under RSA 198:19 by the receiving district
resulting from the attendance of pupils from the sending districts to the
AREA schools shall be credited to the benefit of the sending districts in
determination of the cost per pupil tuition rate.
4. As part of the tuition rate, there shall be a rental charge as provided
in RSA 195-A: 1 (IX and X) in accordance with the following formula:
a. The totals of the annual capital outlay expenditures for (l)Ken-
nett High School and (2) the three elementary schools combined,
including principal and interest, less any and all state and federal
aid reimbursements.
b. The totals for paragraph 4, section 4a, shall be prorated on the basis
of the average daily membership (preceding school year) for (1)
Kennett High School and for (2) the three elementary schools com-
bined, giving a rental charge per pupil for (1) Kennett High School
and (2) a rental charge per pupil for the combined elementary
schools.
5. The cost of Special Education services provided by the receiving
district to the students of the sending districts shall be assessed on each
pupil served for the actual costs of the services provided.
6. Tuition payments shall be made by the sending districts in each fiscal
and scholastic year by September, and quarterly thereafter (December,
March and June).
TUITION = Current Expenses + Capital Outlay
Average Membership Average Membership
J. SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
In case of disagreement as to the interpretation or application of this
agreement, such controversy shall be submitted, by any member board,
in writing to the State Board of Education which, after notice and hear-
ing, shall make a decision which shall be final and binding.
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K. METHOD OF AMENDMENT
The joint boards of the AREA districts may propose amendments to
this plan consistent with the provisions of RSA 195-A. No amendment
shall be effective, unless the question of adopting such amendment is
submitted at an annual or special school district meeting to the voters
of the districts voting by ballot with the use of a checklist after reasonable
opportunity for debate in open meetings, and unless a majority of voters
of each district present and voting shall vote in favor of adopting such
amendment. The text of such amendment shall be included in an ap-
propriate article in the warrant of such district meeting. It shall be the
duty of the school board of each district to hold a public hearing concer-
ning the adoption of any amendment to the written plan at least ten days
before such meeting and to cause notice of such hearing and the text of
the proposed amendment to be published in a newspaper of general cir-
culation in the area before such hearing.
L. DATE OF OPERATING RESPONSIBILITY
The date of operating responsibility shall be July 1, 1987.
M. NO DISCONTINUED BUILDINGS
No existing school buildings in the several school districts shall be
discontinued as a result of this AREA plan.
N. PLANNING COMMITTEE
There shall be a standing committee, consisting of two (2) citizens of
each sending district and receiving district, as well as a school board
member from each district to conduct an ongoing study of the organiza-
tional structure of the AREA school districts. Committee members shall
be appointed by the Moderator in each district.
O. ESTIMATED INITIAL ENROLLMENTS
Estimated initial enrollments (September 1987) for sending and receiv-
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Eaton School District
Fiscal Year July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986
Cash on Hand July 1, 1985
(Treasurer's Bank Balance $ 8,148.39
Received From Selectmen $ 203,956.00
Revenue From State Sources 1,309.03
Received From all Other Sources 888.05
Total Receipts $ 206,153.08
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $ 214,301.47
Less School Board Orders Paid 205,648.67
Balance on Hand June 30, 1986
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 8,652.80
June 16, 1986 Holly Fortin
District Treasurer
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district
of Eaton of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1986, and find them correct in all respects.
Jane K. Gray
July 18, 1986 Auditor
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TOTAL ASSETS $ 8,652.80







TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $ 8,652.80
STATEMENT OF REVENUES
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1986
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CONWAY SCHOOL DISTRICT
North Conway, N.H.






1100 Regular Education $1,025,248.59
1200 Special Education 88,344.01
1300 Vocational Education 383,103.58
1400 Co-Curricular Education 120,776.10
2120 Guidance Services ' 97,507.86
2130 Health Services 23,705.51
2210 Improvement of Instruction 15,677.43
2220 Educational Media Services 64,337.29
2310 School Board Services 21,233.05
2320 Office of Superintendent of Schools 156,836.75
2410 Office of the Principal Services 114,296.08
2490 Support Services - Adm. 48,562.26
2540 Operation & Maintenance of Plant 367,311.72
2640 Staff Services 781.14
2900 Other Support Services 3,673.42
4900 Building Improvement 201,840.18
5240 Food Services 0.00
Actual High School Expenditures $2,733,234.97
Plus Student Activites Transportation 6,554.86
$2,739,789.83 - 777.3 = $3,524.75
$2,739,789.83
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CAPITAL OUTLAY EXPENDITURES
Equipment $101,985.83
Sites (20 years, 1978-79) 4,854.00
Prin. on Debt (new) ^ 74,375.00
Int. on Debt (new) 61,656.88
$242,871.71
REVENUE CREDITS




Building Aid - Roof 2,980.00
$96,165.43
$242,871.71 - $96,165.43 = $146,706.28
$146,706.28 -r 777.3 = $188.74
ACTUAL COST: $3,524.75 + $188.74 = $3,713.49
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EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT
REVENUE ITEMS
TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
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ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT ON
FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School
Administrative Unit No. 9 Board
Conway, New Hampshire
We have examined the general purpose financial statements of the
School Administrative Unit No. 9 as of and for the year ended June 30,
1986, as listed in the table of contents. Our examination was made in ac-
cordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly,
included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements refer-
red to above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts,
which should be included to conform with generally accepted accoun-
ting principles. The amount that should be recorded in the General Fix-
ed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above present fairly the financial position of the School Administrative
Unit No. 9, at June 30, 1986, and the results of its operations for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The accom-
panying financial information listed as supporting schedules in the table
of contents is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not
a required part of the financial statements of the School Administrative
Unit No. 9. Such information has been subjected to the auditing pro-
cedures applied in the examination of the general purpose financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in
relation to the financial statements of each of the respective individual
funds taken as a whole.
A. Bruce Carri, CPA
July 24, 1986 CARRI-PLODZIK-SANDERSON
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TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
VITAL STATISTICS
In compliance with an act of legislature passed in 1887, requiring clerks
of towns and cities to furnish a transcript of record of births, marriages,
and deaths to the town officers for publication in the annual report, the
following are submitted.
Ruby A. B. Hurll, Town Clerk
Eaton, N.H.
BIRTHS
April 28, 1986 - Brittany Ruth Ellis, born North Conway; Father, Kevin
Ellis, born MA; Mother, Priscilla Gail Moore, born MA.
April 29, 1986 - Ezra James Timberlake-Alves, born North Conway;
Father, Rui Diniz Alves, born Portugal; Mother, Faith Timberlake, born
MA.
May 30, 1986 - Eric Christopher Eanes, born North Conway; Father,
Frederick Thomas Eanes III, born Tenn.; Mother, Elizabeth Jane Hermes,
born Texas.
July 11, 1986 - Sharla Lynn Bailey, born North Conway; Father, Brian
Harold Bailey, born Conn.; Mother, Cynthia Annette Roman, born PA.
November 11, 1986 - Jennifer Alexander Norden, born North Conway;
Father, Mark Steven Norden, born Colorado; Mother, Debra Rose Callis,
born Tenn.
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MARRIAGES
February 14, 1986 - In Dixville, NH. Brian H. Bailey, born Conn., resi-
dent, Eaton, NH; Cynthia A. Roman, born PA, resident, Eaton, NH. Mar-
ried by Gail A. Barba, J. P.
February 17, 1986 - In Snowville, Eaton, NH. Magid Shirzadegan, born,
Iran, resident. West Germany; Theresa L. Deussen, born Calif., resident.
West Germany. Married by David Hughes, J. P.
April 05, 1986 - In Eaton, NH. John A. Ervey, born Rhode Island, resi-
dent, Cumberland, Rhode Island; Barbara Ann Smith, born Mass., resi-
dent, Swansea, MA and Eaton, NH. Married by Reverend Richard F.
Wilcox.
June 07, 1986 - In Eaton, NH. Wayne R. Masters, born NY, resident.
East Bridgewater, MA; Linda J. Erickson, born MA, resident. South
Easton, MA. Married by Reverend Richard F. Wilcox.
June 29, 1986 - In Eaton, NH. Mark E. Schwartz, born NY, resident.
Silver Spring, Maryland; Heather Blue, born NY, resident, Silver Spring,
Maryland and Eaton, NH. Married by Reverend Richard F. Wilcox.
August 23, 1986 - In Eaton. George G. Sauter, born NY, resident. East
Rochester, NY; Susan T. Biddle, born Maryland, resident. East Rochester,
NY. Married by Reverend Bruce S. Chamberlain.
September 06, 1986 - In Eaton. Stephen G. Chapman, bom Maine, resi-
dent Boston, MA; Jeri L. Kane, born Iowa, resident, Boston, MA. Mar-
ried by Reverend Richard F. Wilcox.
September 21, 1986 - In Eaton. Nubian Duncan, born Penn., resident,
Eaton, NH; Anita Ricci, born MA, resident Eaton, NH. Married by
Reverend George T. Davidson.
September 27, 1986 - In Eaton. Stephen R. Dexter, born MA, resident,
Lowell, MA; Brenda M. Thompson, born MA, resident, Lowell, MA. Mar-
ried by Margery J. MacDonald, J. P.
DEATHS
July 05, 1986 - Winnifred Edith Noon, age 92; resident, Eaton; Birthplace,
Eaton, NH; place of death, Eaton, NH. Burial, Eaton Center Cemetery,
Eaton, NH.
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FEE SCHEDULE
Building Permit Application - $5.00
Subdivision — $25.00 plus $5.00 per lot and cost of hearing (includes mail-
ing and advertisements and notices).
Board of Adjustment — Cost of mailing, advertisements, notices and cost
of hearing.
Pistol - Revolver License - $4.00
Current Use Application - $3.00 per parcel
Zoning Ordinances
Subdivision Regulations
Site Plan Review Regulations
Zoning Ordinances, Subdivision Regulations and Site Plan Review
Regulations are free to the taxpayers of Eaton. There is a $10.00 fee for
all others.
IF YOU HAVE A FIRE ... For a nominal cost, your agent can include
in your fire insurance policy a "Recovery Clause" which will enable you
to pass at least some of the cost of response by the Conway Fire Depart-
ment to the insurance company, thus saving the Town a considerable











*Eaton Fire Chief 447-2281
Deputy Fire Chief 447-6787
Eaton Forest Fire Warden 447-6787
Deputy Fire Wardens 447-2880
447-2403
367-4388
*For fire and rescue, telephone the Conway Fire Department
(447-5522) before calling Eaton fire officials.
